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Reading 

from 

databases

Classic readers.
Combinations.
Where clauses.
SQL code.

Pro’s

- Easy and clear to use.

Con’s

- Slower performances.
- Memory intensive.



Reading 

from 

databases

Classic readers.
Combinations.
Where clauses.
SQL code.

Pro’s

- Easy and clear to use.
- Reading less data.
- Better performance.

Con’s

- More complicated

*This method can also be done with

the DatabaseJoiner which doesn’t

require SQL code knowledge



Reading 

from 

databases

Classic readers.
Combinations.
Where clauses.
SQL code.

Pro’s

- Relative easy to use.
- Reading less data.
- Better performance.

Con’s

- Where clauses are spread
over tables and harder to 
see.



Reading 

from 

databases

Classic readers.
Combinations.
Where clauses.
SQL code.

Pro’s

- Best performance when
query is well formed.

- Best memory usage.

Con’s

- Most complicated.
- Requires SQL knowledge.



Writing to 

databases

Classic writers.

Insert Statements.

Complicated statements.

- Always look at ”Table Handling” before writing to a 

database.

- Use the Import featuretype from dataset function if the 

table already exists in the database to ensure correct

datatypes.



Writing to 

databases

Classic writers.

Insert Statements.

Complicated statements.

This type of insert is by far 

harder then a classic
writer but it allows you to 
call functions and sub-

select statements for 
example.



Writing to 

databases

Classic writers.

Insert Statements.

Complicated statements.

The SQLExecutor allows

you to use more advanced
sql statements.



Writing to 

databases

Classic writers.

Insert Statements.

Complicated statements.

The SQLExecutor allows you to use more advanced sql statements and 

even create tables, functions, etc.

*Make sure that you know what you are doing with these kind of scripts. 

Talk with your databasemanager!
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Online Training

23-25/6 FME Desktop Basic Training

https://dataflow.center/training-events/

https://dataflow.center/training-events/index.html


Upcoming webinars

17/6 Special guest: Dmitri Bach from Safe Software

Lets´s go gaming with FME!

25/6 FME Server Apps

https://dataflow.center/training-events/

https://dataflow.center/training-events/index.html


Contact

fmesupport@sweco.se

jurgen.van.tiggelen@sweco.se

mikael.mansson@sweco.se

https://dataflow.center/contact
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